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Abstract. We study quark-pair creations in strong color electromagnetic fields. We point out that,
for massless quarks, the vacuum persistency probability per unit space-time volume is zero, i.e., the
quark-pair creation rate w is infinite, in general homogeneous color electromagnetic fields, while it
is finite when the color magnetic field is absent. We find that the contribution from the lowest Landau
level (LLL) dominates this phenomenon. With an effective theory of the LLL projection, we also
discuss dynamics of the vacuum decay, taking into account the back reaction of pair creations.
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INTRODUCTION
Dynamics in strong (color) electromagnetic fields has been an interesting subject in
theoretical physics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Recently, this subject is being paid attention also
in high-energy heavy-ion collision experiments. At the so-called Glasma stage [8] just
after the collision, longitudinal color-electric and color-magnetic fields are expected to
be produced in the context of the color glass condensate of order 1–2GeV in RHIC
and 5GeV in LHC. In the peripheral collision, a strong magnetic field of order 100 MeV
would be also induced. Such strong fields will play important role of particle productions
and thermalization to the quark gluon plasma. In this paper, we concentrate on how
the strong fields decay into particles. For this purpose, we consider the Schwinger
mechanism for quarks in the coexistence of color-electric and color-magnetic fields.
We will point out that, in the case of massless quarks, the vacuum immediately decays
in general homogeneous (color) electromagnetic fields.
VACUUM DECAY IN COLOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
To simplify the situation of particle creations, we consider covariantly constant color
electromagnetic fields [4] of [Dµ ,Fαβ ] = 0, i.e., [Dµ ,E ] = [Dµ ,B] = 0, where Dµ ≡
∂µ − igAµ is the covariant derivative with the gauge field Aµ . We here set g > 0. The
color electric and magnetic fields are defined as E i = F i0 and Bi = −ε i jkFjk/2 with
Fµν ≡ i[Dµ ,Dν ]/g. This is a gauge-covariant generalization of constant fields in QED,
∂µE = ∂µ B = 0, to the non-Abelian fields, and the translational invariance leads to this
condition. For the covariantly constant fields, all the components of E and B can be
diagonalized to be constant matrices in color space by a gauge transformation. Without
loss of generality, one can set E = (0,0,E) and B = (0,0,B) in a suitable Lorentz frame.
Here, B and E can be written as Lorentz scalar defined by B,E ≡ [(F 2+G 2)1/2±F ]1/2
[4] with F ≡ FµνF µν/4 = (B2−E 2)/2 and G ≡ Fµν ˜Fµν/4 = B ·E .
Like the vacuum decay in QED [1, 2], we consider the vacuum persistency probability,
|〈Ωout|Ωin〉|2 = exp(−V Tw), (1)
where V and T are infinite space volume and time length. |Ωin〉 and |Ωout〉 are the in-
vacuum and the out-vacuum defined at t = −T/2 and t = T/2, respectively. w is called
“pair-creation rate”, and denotes magnitude of the vacuum decay per unit space-time
volume. The analytic formula of w for the quark-pair creation with the quark mass m in
the covariantly constant color fields is obtained as [4, 7]
w =
∞
∑
N=1
tr
{
g2EB
4pi2
1
N
coth(piNBE−1)e−Npim
2/gE
}
= ∑
sz=±1/2
∞
∑
n=0
tr
{
g2EB
4pi2
ln 1
1− exp(−pim2T (n,sz)/gE)
}
,
(2)
where mT (n,sz) ≡ {2gB(n+ 1/2∓ sz) +m2}1/2 is the transverse energy, n labels the
Landau level, and sz = ±1/2 denotes the spin component. The trace is taken over the
indices of color and flavor. This is the non-Abelian extension of the formula for QED.
(On the quark mass m, chiral symmetry is restored by strong (color) electric field [4].)
The lowest Landau level (LLL) with n = 0 and sz = 1/2 gives m2T (n,sz) = m2, which is
independent of B, while m2T (n,sz) of higher levels includes O(gB) term. Hence, the LLL
state gives the dominant contribution for gB≫m2. The LLL contribution for small m is
w = tr
{
g2EB
4pi2
ln 1
1− exp(−pim2/gE)
}
≃ tr
{
g2EB
4pi2
ln gE
pim2
}
. (3)
As m → 0, w diverges as w ∝ − lnm → ∞. Note that w diverge, only when the (color)
magnetic field coexists, and the Landau quantization causes the divergence of w [7].
EFFECTIVE THEORY IN A STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD
When the (color) magnetic field is strong enough, the LLL dominates and hence the LLL
projected theory is applicable, because of large mT (n,sz) for higher Landau levels. As a
remarkable merit of the LLL projected theory, we can take into account the back reaction
of created particle pairs. In this section, we investigate the LLL projected theory in
QED or Abelianized QCD, since the fermion-pair creation formalism in the covariantly
constant fields in QCD has Abelian nature and is similar to the Schwinger mechanism
in QED. The wave function of the fermion is projected to the LLL state, and the LLL
wave function in a symmetric gauge of A = (−yB/2,xB/2,0) is
φl(x,y) =
√
eB
2pil!
(
eB
2
) l
2
(x+ iy)l exp
(
−
eB
4
(x2 + y2)
)
, (4)
where l(≥ 0) denotes the angular momentum in z direction for the LLL, and the energy
is degenerate on l. The projected wave function can be written as
ψ(x,y,z, t) =
(
∑l φl(x,y)ϕl(t,z)
0
)
, (5)
in a suitable representation, where ϕl(t,z) is the two component Dirac field in 1+1
dimensions. Then the fermion action of QED in 3+ 1 dimensions reduces to that of
non-Abelian gauge theory in 1+1 dimensions:
S =
∫
d4xψ¯(x)iγµDµψ(x) ≃∑
l,l′
∫
dtdzϕ¯l′(t,z)iγ˜µ ˜Dl
′l
µ ϕl(t,z), (6)
where γ˜ t and γ˜ z are the gamma matrices in 1+ 1 dimensions and γ˜ x = γ˜ y = 0. The
covariant derivative is defined by ˜Dl′lµ = δ l
′l∂µ − ie ˜Al
′l
µ with
˜Al
′l
µ (t,z) =
∫
dxdyφ∗l′ (x,y)φl(x,y)Aµ(x,y,z, t). (7)
˜Al′lµ (t,z) turns out the gauge field in U(N ) gauge theory with N ≡ eBV⊥/(2pi)(=+∞),
since ˜Al′lµ (t,z) is an Hermite matrix, ˜A∗l
′l
µ (t,z) = ˜All
′
µ (t,z), and the indices l and l′ run
from 0 to N −1. V⊥ is the volume of the transverse directions. While the original gauge
field lives in 3+1 dimensions as Abelian gauge field, the gauge field in the effective
fermion action is reduced to non-Abelian gauge field in 1+1 dimensions. The gauge
field can be decomposed to U(1) and SU(N ) parts, which are ˜Aµ(t,z)≡∑l ˜Allµ(t,z)/N ,
and All′µ (t,z)≡ ˜All
′
µ (t,z)−δ ll
′
˜Aµ(t,z), respectively. For the homogeneous system on the
transverse directions, x and y, At and Az can be taken to be independent of x and y in
a gauge, so that the non-Abelian part vanishes. Then, the effective fermion action in
Eq. (6) becomes
S ≃N
∫
dtdzϕ¯(t,z)iγ˜µ ˜Dµ ϕ(t,z), (8)
where ϕl(t,z) is rewritten as ϕ(t,z). This action is nothing but that in 1+1 QED, i.e., the
Schwinger model. The exact solution of the effective action for the fermion is known as
Γ(Aµ) =−
m2γV⊥
2
∫
dtdz ˜Aµ(t,z)
(
gµν‖ −
∂ µ‖ ∂ ν‖
∂ 2‖
)
˜Aν(t,z), (9)
where ‖ denotes for longitudinal directions, t and z. mγ is the effective photon mass,
m2γ ≡ e
3B/(2pi2). Equation (9) is manifestly gauge invariant. In the Lorenz gauge, it
reduces to the result by [3]. The mass mγ is induced by the axial anomaly, whose effect
is called “dynamical Higgs effect.” From Eq. (9), the fermion and axial currents read
jµ(x) = δΓ(A)δ (eAµ) =−
e2B
2pi2
˜Aµ(t,z), jµ5 (x) =−εµν jν(x), (10)
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FIGURE 1. The electric field E(t,z) (left) and the number density N(t,z) of created fermions (right) at
z = 0 plotted against time t. Both values are normalized by that at maximum values.
where we choose the Lorenz gauge, ∂µ ˜Aµ = 0. The divergence of the axial current
leads to the axial anomaly in 1+ 1 dimensions except for the overall factor eB/(2pi):
∂µ jµ5 (x) = e2Bεµν∂µ ˜Aν(t,z)/(2pi2) = e2BE/(2pi2). This relation is nothing but axial
anomaly in 3 + 1 dimensions. Since the effective action (9) has a quadratic form in
˜Aµ , the equation of motion for the photon can be solved. For example, the electric
field of z direction is E = E0 cos(ωt− kzz), with ω = (k2z +m2γ)1/2. The currents satisfy
e jµ =−εµν ∂ν E and e jµ5 = ∂ µ E. We show in Fig. 1 the electric field E and the particle
number density N as functions of time t, for the spatially homogeneous case, kz = 0. The
electric field oscillates with a frequency ω . In this case, j t = 0, but j t5 6= 0. The number
density of created fermions is | j t5 |. These results agree with the previous works [5, 6].
Since m2γ is the only scale in this theory, the time scale of the particle decay is ∼ 1/mγ .
The generalization to non-Abelian theories is straightforward. The fermion determi-
nant becomes the Wess-Zumino-Witten action.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have studied the vacuum decay in homogeneous color electromagnetic
fields. When the fermion is massless, the vacuum persistency probability per unit space-
time volume becomes zero, and hence w diverges. This divergence originates from
spectral discretization of transverse directions and the lowest Landau level. With the
LLL projection, we have analytically calculated the effective action in this situation.
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